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Abstract — Lightning detection with automated systems is in use 
for many decades and has been developed to a high degree of 
sophistication. Since lightning discharges emit in a wide spectrum 
of EM frequencies, ranging from ELF to the optical range, 
several technically different detection methods have been 
exploited to suit various purposes. Research systems serve to find 
out basic details about the highly complex physical processes that 
lead to finally measured lightning quantities, and operational 
networks serve many urgent needs of customers in a variety of 
branches that depend on recognition of thunderstorms and 
knowledge about lightning stroke occurrence on ground. The 
present document is aimed at a discussion of important research 
contributions and open questions that deserve future attention. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Research studies of lightning discharge processes started 
with the discovery of ‘sferics’ (atmospheric discharges) in the 
beginning of the radio age. In the meantime, a wealth of insight 
has been gained and published. Among many comprehensive 
compilations the textbook by Rakov and Uman is frequently 
referenced [1], which presents detailed information about the 
fundamental processes and highlights astonishing complexity. 
There has been much progress in understanding and description 
of cloud-to-ground strokes (CG), which can be well observed 
and verified. By contrast, in-cloud and cloud-to-cloud 
discharges (IC) are more difficult to measure, exhibit typically 
weaker signals than CG processes, and remain badly explained 
in several decisive aspects. Remarkable progress has been 
achieved in modern lightning detection systems (LDS) with 
respect to signal detection efficiency, location accuracy, and 
operational reliability. In the following, some contributions 
with impact to current research on lightning phenomena and 
key issues for future lightning research are discussed. 

II. SELECTED KEY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CURRENT 
RESEARCH 

 From numerous important scientific contributions to 
current research on lightning phenomena five topics may be 
selected that have been far-reaching and still influence much of 
the progress and future achievements. In this context, only 
lightning detection is considered, whereby both VLF/LF and 
VHF LDS are taken into account, while significant theoretical 
efforts and protection issues remain outside the present scope. 

Availability of GPS enabled use of TOA (Time-Of-Arrival) 
techniques for locating stroke positions in both 2D and 3D, 
giving rise to most remarkable improvements. The location 
error could be reduced, and more refined techniques became 
feasible such as a 3D locating method based solely on VLF/LF 
stroke signals ([2], [3], Fig. 1.). Among further consequences, 
propagation corrections could become effective, surpassing all 
efforts related to site-angle corrections of direction finding. 

Strikes into instrumented towers, also artificially triggered, 
gave strong impetus to better recognition and understanding of 
CG flashes. Stroke types, current signatures with inclusion of 
continuing currents, current calibration, and control of locating 
procedures must be considered as important contributions [4]. 

As addition to small-area VHF research LDS with 3D 
capability, introduction of the TOA-based LDS with 3D 
locating of IC strokes in large-areas [3] allows more insight 
into occurrence pattern and nature of ill-understood IC strokes, 
enables improved recognition of severe thunderstorms, and 
provides an independent method for CG-IC discrimination. 

An advancement of classical VHF systems with 3D feature 
is the TOA-based LDS (‘LMA’; Lightning Mapping Array). 
enabling detailed research about basic discharge processes. In 
fact, mapping of discharge channels by detection of a class of 
leader steps shows the time- and spatial evolution of both IC 
and CG flashes [5]. 

Among surprising findings it may be mentioned that a 
strong VLF/LF pulse (IC-stroke) is frequently observed before 
any VHF leader channel is recorded. This stroke phenomenon, 
very different from CG, remains to be explained ([6], [7]). 

 
Figure 1. Altitude-Time evolution of VHF leader steps (blue) from LDAR 
(KSC, Cape Canaveral, Florida), and LINET VLF/LF strokes (red-yellow) of a 
CG flash. The first LINET strokes are not preceded by VHF signals. Similar 
time effects occur also in IC flashes [8]. 



III. KEY ISSUES OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

A. Stroke Detection Efficiency 

One of the first points of interest concerns the efficiency of 
a lightning detection system. All ground contacts of CG strokes 
should be recorded by the used instrumentation and reported in 
the final stroke listing. In principle, this sounds like an easy 
task because any CG represents a relatively strong event that 
allows verification whether it has occurred or not. Indeed, no 
difficulty would arise when a CG discharge were a single and 
well-defined pulse. In practice, however, a CG discharge can 
comprise not only a first return stroke (RS), but also several 
subsequent return strokes that share the same discharge path at 
least in the upper part of the channel. Thus, CG stroke counting 
becomes more ambitious when even the weakest subsequent 
return strokes have to be identified and documented. 

For a long time so-called field records represent excellent 
insight into the time sequence of current pulses during a CG 
discharge (CG flash). In a most simple description there is a 
sharp and strong 1st RS followed by one or more reasonably 
strong pulses, the subsequent RS. As is known already from the 
first measurements the wave train exhibits many more peaks 
with varying amplitudes down to the noise level (Fig. 1). As a 
consequence, the question arises how to recognize all those 
peaks that are sufficiently separated from a preceding stroke, 
represent a new current flow down into ground, and must be 
counted as another CG stroke within the considered CG flash. 

In the past, use of high detection thresholds circumvented 
the described stroke-number problem. When only relatively 
strong signals are taken into account, there is a high chance that 
real CG strokes are reported. In a closer inspection, however, 
the question comes up how low the threshold must be set in 
order to count all RS within a CG flash. Of course, this setting 
depends also on the distance between stroke point and sensor, 
and is limited by the noise of the used sensor system. Early 
LDS had thresholds that limited detection to strokes with 
currents above some 20 kA. Along with continuous system 
improvements this threshold decreased, and now-a-days typical 
lowest stroke currents are significantly smaller than 10 kA. 

When all CG strokes would use the same channel and hit 
ground at the same contact point, the actual distinction of weak 
strokes – from a practical point of view – would not be very 
essential. However, it is well known that strokes from one and 
the same CG flash can hit different points at ground. In such a 
case it is absolutely essential to locate these strokes as well. 
Undoubtedly, it becomes important to use a suited threshold 
that allows detection and processing of small strokes of this 
kind. An example is presented in Fig. 2: the 1st RS is clearly 
prominent and reliably reported, but about 2 ms later there is a 
much smaller peak that hits ground 2.5 km distant from the 1st 
RS; both strokes had been verified by high-speed video [9]. It 
turned out that none of the established LDS reported this 2nd 
stroke, while LINET with its well-known higher efficiency [3] 
identified the weak event, which certainly deserves the formal 
notation ‘stroke’, even though it may not exhibit typical 
features of a classical RS, such as the characteristic field jump. 

Observations of this kind raise the intriguing question 
whether identification of 1st and subsequent RS provide a 
sufficiently complete picture for CG reporting. When one looks 
at the field values in Fig. 2 it becomes obvious that prominent 
large RS are easily identified, but after or between typical RS 
the electrical field shows many small pulses that are not readily 
interpreted. Considering known discharge processes it becomes 
obvious that one must reckon with more CG stroke types than 
the two classical ones (1st and subsequent RS), e.g. ‘UI’ as in 
[9]. The problem is, on the one hand, to set a sufficiently low 
threshold to collect all strokes that hit ground and can produce 
damage and, on the other hand, to avoid consideration of 
current surges that are discernible by field variations but do not 
fulfil ‘typical’ CG conditions. It remains yet unclear whether 
amplitude, polarity, pulse shape, and time series provide 
sufficient features for reliable CG stroke identification.  

 
Figure 2. Field records of a CG flash, measured at two different sites with 
different bandwidth, showing the 2nd return stroke (RS2) followed after 1.8 ms 
by a small CG stroke (UI) with a different ground contact point. This weak CG 
stroke is not perfectly typical for return strokes; it was located only by LINET 
due to the high LDS detection efficiency. More details are given in [9]. 

 
Based on long-time experimental experience, it must be 

generally expected that a large fraction of the yet ill-classified 
pulses shows up at all lightning sensors of a LDS within a 
sensitivity-related distance range and can be used to locate 
strokes of CG or IC type. In this connection it may be noted 
that field records contain small pulses from cloud lightning that 
may be difficult to discriminate against CG strokes (see III. B.). 

 Determination of peak currents that characterize a CG 
stroke is based on measured field strength and distance from 
the stroke to the sensor, and is influenced by the model of EM 
radiation emission and the used propagation approximation. 
The radiated field amplitude depends on the assumed speed of 
the return stroke, which is known to differ between 1st and 
subsequent RS. As a consequence, the two stroke types should 
have different calibration parameters. In practice, however, this 
distinction is not applied. Thus, LDS report statistical CG 
stroke-current distributions with a peak somewhat below 10 kA 
(without considering polarity), while traditional quotations of 
typical 1st  RS currents are close to 30 kA. Unfortunately, tower 
strikes represent only subsequent strokes rather than 1st RS so 
that no separate calibration can be derived and the discrepancy 
persists. It is surprising that there are no current measurements 
of natural 1st RS at specific instrumented sites under conditions 
where it is unlikely that the site triggers a stroke. 



B. IC Strokes: VLF/LF Obervation of Cloud Lightning 

For obvious reasons the detection and investigation of 
lightning concentrated to CG strokes, while cloud lightning 
received less attention. In fact, early LDS considered cloud 
pulses as disturbing and tried to filter them out. It is not much 
longer than about a decade that VLF/LF LDS emphasize also 
IC strokes as a useful lightning parameter. Before, the idea had 
somehow spread that cloud lightning can be reliably observed 
only with VHF systems, rather than with VLF/LF techniques. 
By contrast, cloud pulses are observable not only at VHF 
frequencies but also – just as CG strokes – in the VLF/LF 
range. Indeed, these IC strokes are representative of cloud 
lightning and indicate severity of thunderstorms. There may be 
some cases where VHF sources precede stroke occurrence, but 
most comparisons between the two techniques result otherwise, 
or give a very short lead-time that is of little practical interest. 
In fact, very often both techniques deliver first signals at about 
the same time [7]. Another argument for VHF concerns areas 
of a convective storm, where electrical cloud activity develops, 
i.e. there may be generation of leader channels, but without 
producing any lightning strokes. This case may indeed 
represent an interesting research topic. However, the phase of a 
‘storm’ without lightning strokes that does not develop to a real 
thunderstorm will not be very important, and when a storm 
finally develops by creation of sufficient convection with 
buildup of typical potentials between cloud and ground, it is 
known that this no-stroke phase will be of very short duration. 

It is necessary to point out that the named IC strokes have 
entirely different origin as compared to RS. Nevertheless, the 
term IC-‘stroke’ seems justified because so many characteristic 
stroke parameters are very similar or overlapping, such as 
frequency band, pulse width, and signal amplitude (with 
negative or positive polarity). Moreover, both stroke types are 
principally visible and audible. It must be added, though, that 
IC strokes can show narrower pulse widths or oscillating signal 
trains. Consequently, there is some chance for discrimination 
by waveform filtering. Unfortunately, this kind of CG – IC 
distinction turned out to be unreliable, especially for strokes of 
low current and with positive polarity. Clearly, more insight 
into the nature and appearance of IC strokes must be achieved. 

There has been much progress in the understanding of CG 
RS, especially as regards the last visible phase until ground 
contact. By contrast, the formation of IC strokes is unknown. 
In a significant fraction of flashes, VLF/LF IC strokes occur at 
about the same time as measurable VHF sources (Fig. 1; [7]). 
This means that the formation of the IC discharge channel is 
not VHF-observed. One of the speculations refers to run-away 
electrons. More insight is needed in order to improve and 
optimize both measuring techniques and effective use of IC 
strokes. In any case, many meteorological applications are at 
hand, especially recognition of severe weather conditions in the 
entire area of VLF/LF LDS. Fig. 3 presents an example that 
illustrates the usefulness of advanced IC stroke detection.  

In consideration of extensive experimental data it appears 
justified to add IC strokes as frequent and characteristic part for 
discharge processes into the listing of lightning parameters. 

 
Figure 3. 3D-visualization of a storm that develops severe weather conditions, 
visible by means of the concentration of LINET IC strokes (grey) in high 
altitudes. CG contact points are shown on ground (yellow). The storm moved 
from left to right; the shown time interval covers 1 h. 

 Finally, it remains a task for the future to improve IC-CG 
discrimination in VLF/LF-based LDS, because the traditional 
waveform discrimination has serious problems, and the 
alternative TOA-technique (as depicted in Fig.1 and 3), though 
introduced in 2004 and operationally applied in many LINET 
LDS, is not yet a general standard. Besides, successful 
implementation of this relatively new technique requires highly 
optimized and calibrated detection systems with precise 
hardware technology and sophisticated software procedures. 

C. Location Accuracy of CG Strokes 

Generally, the stroke location accuracy of VLF/LF-based 
LDS has been steadily improved. Initially, direction finding 
(DF) has been employed by measuring the magnetic flux of the 
lightning field with two vertically oriented crossed loops. Only 
under fortunate circumstances the error could be brought down 
to values of the order of 1°, but an increase with distance is 
inherent and unavoidable. Thus, one must expect final errors of 
the order of km and beyond. A big step was achieved with 
TOA techniques, yielding errors around 500 m in large parts of 
a LDS. In 2004 LINET introduced a new standard in hardware 
and software developments, yielding statistical average errors 
below 100 m. In a subsequent step, substantial removal of 
systematic errors was achieved by application of a number of 
propagation and site error corrections so that even the final 
absolute errors reached an average accuracy of ~100 m. 
Verification was achieved by means of clustered strikes into 
towers of known position, whereby any tall object can be 
suited even without specific instrumentation. 

It must be noted that also a combination of DF and TOA 
has been introduced in order to enhance detection efficiency; 
this method, still employed in some LDS, allows locating weak 
strokes that are detected by only 2 or 3 sensors. TOA itself 
requires use of 4 sensor reports; since 2004, LINET sensors are 
sufficiently sensitive so that a minimum of 5 sensors can be 
exploited in LDS with baselines of the order of 250 km. 



Many practical applications benefit from reliable and very 
small location errors. Examples are insurance cases and faults 
of transmission lines, where damage on ground has occurred 
and it must be checked whether lightning strokes have caused 
the incident. Clearly, the better the location accuracy, the more 
useful is the lightning data.  

Future efforts are directed towards achievement of small 
statistical average errors (~100 m) in all areas of a LDS, and 
with a scatter of the errors that remains small as well. Even 
when the average error is as small as desired, a wide tail in the 
error distribution that extends to km values, reduces effective 
applicability of the lightning data. As a consequence, future 
research must investigate the causes for erroneous locations on 
a very fine scale and find remedies. Some of the causes may be 
briefly outlined, which can be subject to future research. 

Many factors affect the achieved precision of stroke 
locating. The higher the desired precision, the more effects 
become influential. Several categories can be distinguished: 

- Lightning channel: for non-vertical lightning channels the 
effective 2D emission point of radiation may differ from the 
ground contact point; 

- Initial radiation process: polarization and near-field effects 
influence the fine structure of the pulse at the sensor site; 

- Propagation mode and path conductivity; 
- Topography along propagation paths; 
- Time synchronization of sensor sites; 
- Site-errors: local and incident-dependent distortions of wave-

forms due to propagation, background noise, filtering of 
unavoidable background signals; 

- Number of sensors used for the locating calculation; 
- Missing signals: deadtime, saturation, or failure of sensors, 

interruption of data transmission; 
- Hardware handling of signals; 
- Software evaluation algorithm, including quality control of 

the calculated and reported solutions. 
 
Existing LDS take into account many, but hardly all of the 

above-mentioned points, and employ various approximations 
along the generation procedure towards the final stroke 
locations. The above listing shows that substantial research can 
be applied in order to achieve the best possible accuracy and 
largely homogeneous stroke solutions within wide-area LDS. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In past decades LDS have reached increasing quality of 
reported lightning data. Both detection efficiency and location 
accuracy improved significantly. Some LDS, both operational 
and research solutions, have shown that even higher standards 
can be achieved. Reliable, stable, and large-area LDS that 
exhibit a maximum of top features require more research and 
intensified scientific discussion. It is likely that progress will be 
achieved because an increasing number of users demand better 
data. In this way, numerous deficiencies of existing systems, 
obvious from the listing above (III. C.), could diminish and 
give rise to remarkable advancements. 

It should be noted, though, that on the one side the early 
and permanently increasing commercialization of LDS led to 
certain non-scientific trends, such as avoidance of precise 
system descriptions and biased system reporting. One 
consequence is a lack or rareness of serious and independent 
LDS comparisons that operate at the same time and in the same 
area. For example, users and customers can hardly assess the 
quality of lightning data offered in a country, even when 
numerous LDS have been fully operational for a long time. On 
the other side it is worth mentioning that many international 
meetings and conferences on lightning take place very 
frequently, where deeper scientific discussions contribute to 
better mutual understanding of the present state-of-art. 
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